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Oh Lord, God of my master Abraham, grant me good fortune this day and deal graciously with my master.  
Here I stand by the spring as the daughters of the townsmen come out to draw water…  

 
 
Consider Rebecca. If she had cracked her jug in carelessness,  
turned up her nose at the stranger & his glittering bangles… 
 
Or if she had eagerly acquiesced but loved her son Esau  
more than her son Jacob… 
 
Or loved Jacob as was required but lost her nerve  
at covenantal conspiracy –  
 
you can see where this is going – 
 
If Rebecca had refused to go with Abraham’s servant,  
you would not be reading these words today. 
 
You know how it goes. A butterfly beats its wings over Mongolia,  
the Earth shivers, and someone rings your front doorbell.  
 
Or you drive off the side of the road. Consider Jason Paul Cupp,  
age 24, dead last midnight. Named after a soap opera star…  
 
Or a beloved teacher, or perhaps for no reason at all  
save a sweet sound in his mother’s mouth.  
 
Why would he suspect anything as he stood shaving  
before the mirror – how it would matter whether his truck  
was pointed an inch this way or that in the Indiana mist?   
 
Why would any of us? After all, plans were made, this  
and then this and then this.  
 
This is what the old servant suspected as sunset fell 
on another day – now too, Cupp’s sudden widow, all the guys 
in the sheet metal plant & his army buddies:  
 
We wake each morning, pockets filled with schemes,  
yet not a single one remains untouched by cracked jug. 
 
Consider yesterday’s flood in Algiers, someone’s child  
washed out to sea, muddy blanket as last possession.  
 
Consider a commuter jet shaving off the side  
of someone’s house as sunlight glides over a Tuesday morning;  
a winning ticket or improbable phone call. 
 
 



That 2nd page obit.  
 
Yes, the surest way to glimpse the infinite  
is to try & hold on to this moment, this grand finale  
of chance upon accumulated chance.  
 
Do something – nothing – and you’ve already flirted  
with forever. Ask why, and the what still remains.  
 
Friend, if you make it to your bed tonight, empty your pockets.  
Consider every flutter and inch that brought you… 
 
To this inevitable page, sitting wherever you’re sitting,  
waiting for whatever it is you’re waiting for. 
 
 
  


